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Texturized dairy proteins meet Kimchi (김치): Integration of dairy proteins
for texturizing a traditional Korean diet
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Introduction
Dairy proteins represent animal proteins with high nutritional value due to indispensable
amino acids compared to plant proteins. In addition to flavor, texture of food plays an
important role for product sensory and consequently end-consumer acceptance. For
bringing dairy proteins in a preferable condition for consumption, texturized dairy proteins
(TDP) can be produced by extrusion technology. TDPs meet the demand for current
nutrition trends regarding “high protein” or “low carb”. The challenge was raised how these
TDPs fit into the Korean cuisine.
Aim
Target was the application of TDPs in typical Korean products or dishes in order to make
it attractive for Koreans to integrate dairy proteins and dairy products in their daily diet.
Methods
Experiments were conducted at a pilot/production plant. Mixtures of dairy and plant proteins
were processed by high moisture extrusion. Afterwards, these semi-finished products were
used in common Korean recipes for sample production.
Results
High moisture extrusion resulted in different fibrous textures depending on recipe and
process parameters. Manufactured semi-finished products could resemble tofu, tuna fish
as well as meat-like textures (beef, pork, chicken). Due to this texture variety, a wide array
of different Korean ready-to-eat applications seemed to be possible: The use of TDPs in
the Korean cuisine led to different savory traditional dishes like mandu, bibimbab, gimbab
or ricebowls. In contrast to natural meat structures, freezing and subsequent thawing of
TDPs were feasible without any quality loss. This allowed a long shelf life of the
semi-finished products or the prepared meals.
Conclusion
The appropriate preparation enables traditional Korean dishes with use of TDPs so that
typical texture or protein components can be substituted in food. Consequently, dairy
proteins with high nutritional value can be integrated in the Korean diet promoting a healthy
nutrition.

